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Efficacy of Isometric Counterpressure Maneuvers as immediate Vasovagal Syncope
Treatment at Prodromal Phase: Differential Diagnosis with Epilepsy and Possible Indication
for Interval training as an easy Autonomic System Rebalancing Effector. A Case Report
Antonella Sabatini, Marco Tomaino, Bolzano Regional Hospital, Bolzano, Trentino-South
Tyrol, Bolzano, Italy
Cardiology Department

Abstract:
Clinical Presentation:
A 25-yrs female with recent history of recurrent vasovagal syncope (VVS) presented to our
Center for evaluation. She was previously diagnosed as epileptic 7 years ago, on
antiepileptic regimen and familiarity for epilepsy. Despite treatment, she suffered recurrent
Transient Loss of Consciousness (TLOC), with 2 events during last year. These events
were likely categorized as VVS, elicited by central/orthostatic triggers, circumstantial, nontraumatic and presenting a cyclical pattern. Clinical evaluation was unremarkable, low risk.
Syncope is a TLOC defined by current ESC, ACC/AHA GLs.
Diagnosis and Treatment:
After illustrating/teaching Isometric Counterpressure Maneuvers (ICM), the subject
underwent head-up TiltTest (TT)/Training according to GIMSI (Italian Multidisciplinary
Group on Syncope Study) protocol. At time 20-min into TT, vasodepression enforcement
was attained by nitrate administration. At time 25-35-min, 4 prodromes were reproduced,
with evidence of neurally mediated reflex response, prevalent vasodilation, subsequent
optimal response to ICM. Immediate hemodynamics recovery, clinical improvement and
syncope prevention (Figure) were achieved. Treatment: ICM as 1st-line therapy (armtensing). In addition, there was indication to discontinue antiepileptics.
Discussion:
It is common to fail differential diagnosis of convulsivant syncope and epilepsy. Main points:
history of tonic/clonic witnessed events; family history of epilepsy. In epilepsy: larger
number, generalized tonic/clonic seizures; longer duration (minutes); in convulsivant
syncope: less (15-20), limited-to-upper-limbs tonic/clonic seizures. Despite family history of
epilepsy, the subject’s clinical presentation was typical for reflex syncope. Hence, family
history should not represent a determinant in patients’ clinical management.
Prevalence of VVS, especially in the young general population is high (75%). The subject
exhibited TT/Training hemodynamics patterns typical of VV reflex. The ICM therapeutic
outcome was effective and produced a delayed syncope time of approx. 4 minutes. Our
data suggest that Cardiovascular (CV) interval training may be the factor prolonging ICM
action, elevating SBP threshold at VV hemodynamics’ induction and step-wise-increasing
minima-SBP-points (Figure).
Conclusions:
This case reinforces the importance of careful clinical evaluation focusing on syncopal
TLOC, watching confounding factors and stratifying risk. Reflex syncope diagnosis is
clinical. This case also highlights the importance and efficacy of ICM during pre-syncope
prodromal phase aiming to gain time before possible overwhelming hemodynamic
depression taking place. In fact, TT was performed as Tilt-Training to reproduce the
symptoms. CV interval training may - long term - contribute to attaining VVS recurrence
prevention, hence reducing the risk of traumatic falls, increasing quality of life.

